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Read Page B

Helping Students Engage 
in Cognitively Complex 
Tasks: Key Criteria

1. Do you agree or 
disagree with original 
thinking on TOD? 

2. Can you add on or 
revise?

FF: Examples of CCT

Please sign in for PLC 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mMjWd4YMIVWNQ_YXxctMPiFhbGxZTnCZp86MHOlcuoc/edit?usp=sharing
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Was Kasey participating in a Cognitively Complex Task?
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Was Kasey participating in a Cognitively Complex Task?

“Although Kasey 
provides evidence, 
the 1st step is making 
a claim/hypothesis. 
How can she prove 
what isn’t stated to 
begin with?”
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Learning Target
Teachers will develop understanding of 
Cognitively Complex Tasks (CCT) by:
-review experimental inquiry and investigating 
CCT using PHES teacher examples
-examine and develop “Inventing” Cognitively 
Complex Tasks
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Previous Learning: 
Experimental Inquiry & Investigating CCT
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mMjWd4YMIVWNQ_YXxctMPiFhbGxZTnCZp86MHOlcuoc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mMjWd4YMIVWNQ_YXxctMPiFhbGxZTnCZp86MHOlcuoc/edit?usp=sharing
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*Identify Learning Target

*Demonstration/Observation Hook 

*Question

*Hypothesis

*Test 

*Examine & Evaluate Results Back with evidence

*Conclusion

Experimental Inquiry



1st Grade Math Teacher
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First grade teacher began lesson with My 
Favorite No motivational Hook. Then, she 
supported students in generating a hypothesis 
in math by writing sentence stem....I predict 
addition subtraction (will be used to create a 
number sentence that is true). Students wrote a 
hypothesis and then experimented with three 
numbers to create a number sentence that 
was true. Also, students used previously learned 
math strategies (count on with number 
line/grab and count, count back) to prove (or 
disprove) their hypothesis. Students wrote a 
conclusion to restate hypothesis and explain 
how proved or disproved.

https://youtu.be/srJWx7P6uLE
https://youtu.be/srJWx7P6uLE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4aZ_VNZo27RazhKZjZoUUVra1B1YjE4UmIyVVN3U1N3X05Z
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4aZ_VNZo27RazhKZjZoUUVra1B1YjE4UmIyVVN3U1N3X05Z
https://drive.google.com/open?id=148zOI2Nkp3lBbPSkYxp3aQ4kJMgrMXSH
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Motivational Hook (Differentiated color cards) Students 
were given colored note cards and predict a pair of 
equivalent fractions (example pink cards would look at 
pink fractions, green cards would look at green 
fractions) Teacher utilized colored note cards to 
differentiate equivalent fractions (pink: 3/4, 6/8 and 
8/12 green: 2/3. 6/9, orange: 3/4 and 5/8, yellow: 2/4 
and 1/2). Students recorded predictions on white sheet 
of paper (I predict _________are/ are not equivalent 
fractions). Students then proved their prediction using 
several previously learned strategies (multiply/divide by 
whole number, number line, bar model) for equivalent 
fractions. After experimenting with several math 
strategies to prove/disprove hypothesis, students met 
with their color card partners and discussed their 
predictions and justifications. The conclusion re-stated 
hypothesis with justification.

4th Grade Math Teacher

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FS6zH0MFjuQljIZZ2FzTt8Bpr8UQoGy-KDbawJEcMdM/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11NHkWR5zCOUvIynEsI5fTIs515uQLs_r
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zA9QWf2DLaMjXprimiKrkl4dZTe1QKZb/view?usp=sharing
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Teacher coaches and supports students in complex tasks that require 
experimenting with the use of S knowledge by generating and testing a 
hypothesis of dividing fractions (decimal by whole number, a whole number by 
decimal, and decimal by decimal). Student work within ISN and Google Form 
demonstrates students prove or disprove their created hypothesis. In the 
beginning of the lesson, teacher connected science prior knowledge with 
mathematical experiment/hypothesis  "What do you think of with 
mathematical experiments? We tend to think of science with experimenting. 
Can we experiment in math?" "What would be our next phase after we ask our 
question?" S: Hypothesis "What is a hypothesis?" S: educated guess. In table 
groups, students hypothesized the steps to solve division problems (NOT 
FORMALLY TAUGHT) Each student wrote their hypothesis in ISN (I predict the 
following steps can be used to solve division of decimal questions). After 
hypothesis was formed, each table group tested out the hypothesis using three 
different type of decimal division problems (5.6 divided by 0.2, 15 divided by 
0.8, 4.4 divided by 8). Some students referred to ISN notebook resources to help 
with vocabulary.One group realized they were not specific when describing 
how to move the decimals. During testing phase, students were asked to 
articulate errors in hypothesis  "If you notice you made a mistake then make a 
note of it" At the end, students wrote a conclusion within ISN and Google form. 

5th Grade Math Teacher

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12-_foxjWx78PHN0exwB66TS2r97ZUGN95YMaMletOw4/prefill
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e_dvHB69AU4zUQy_OL08w92H7ZePU3_Xm1si6fwE0Io/copy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9hj7e1Q0smgMk9vNUlZakNUOVotbXJOZkM3VGh5am1xaWJz
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*Identify Learning Target

*State Claim/Hypothesis

*Prove with evidence

   -identify what is known & supports

claim (Grounds & Backing)

  -identify what is confusing or conflicting information

*Conclusion

   -responds to original prompt (supported by 
interpretation of evidence collected or resolves any 
confusing conflicting information)

Investigating CCT



CCT: Inventing
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When you hear the word “inventing” 
what comes to your mind?
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Fourth grade ELA team found a poem, Happy Birthday, 
Dear Dragon, that has BOTH elements of a poem and a 
prose. Teachers will pose a scenario, where students will 
have to defend a claim with evidence. The scenario: 
Ben thinks Happy Birthday, Dear Dragon is a poem. 
While Nate thinks Happy Birthday, Dear Dragon is a 
prose. Who do you think is right? Write you claim and 
defend with evidence. 

Student will write their hypothesis and defend with 
evidence (Grounds and Backing). Students will also 
write ways to discredit the other person’s point of view 
(qualifiers).

The final conclusion allows students to revisit their initial 
claim and state whether they are able to support their 
claims, using information from their text evidence to 
explain why.

4th Grade ELA 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YO6WIZXWKITgdXfsxOcGoyKg3LDZYC9x


Types of Cognitively Complex Tasks
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*Identify Learning Target

*Determine goal (typically begins create)

*Develop Criteria

*Provide Prompt

*Students generate proprosition or hypothesis

*Brainstorm Ideas & build prototype

*Evaluate the prototype using criteria

*Conclusion

Inventing



CCT: Inventing
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ELA
*Identify Learning Target
 (Text Features)
*Goal: Create sketch
*Criteria: What does the 
teacher expect so 
students are successful?
*Prompt/Hypothesis

Math
*Identify Learning Target
(Area Word Problems)
*Goal: Create game
*Criteria: What does the 
teacher expect so 
students are successful?
*Prompt/Proposition



CCT: Inventing
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Read Inventing CCT
*Identify Learning Target
 (Text Features)
*Goal: Create sketch/game
*Criteria: What does teacher 
expect so students are 
successful?



CCT: Inventing
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1. What is the goal of the 
invention/prototype?

2. How are students providing a 
hypothesis/proposition?

3. What criteria will help 
students achieve goal?

4. Why do you think S are asked 
to revise their text 
features/math word 
problems?

FF: Can you envision 
using this CCT in your 
classroom? How?
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CCT: Inventing
Math/ELA CCT
*What did students 
create (goal)?
*Criteria: What does 
teacher expect so 
students are successful?
*How did students 
revise?



Develop and Apply ~ Ticket Out
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ELA and Math Groups:
 
What grade level standards align to 
Inventing Cognitively Complex Tasks?

Brainstorm ideas & write your ELA/Math 
thoughts


